
02-01-22 Zoom Meeting Notes - Terminology 
 

Terminology  

Bibliology – study of bible 

Theology proper – study of attributes of God 

Christology – Study of Jesus Christ 

Pneumonology – Study of the Holy Spirit 

Algology – study of Angels fallen and not 

Anthropology – The study of man 

Soteriology – Study of salvation 

Ecclesiology - Study of Church 

Eschatology – Study of the End Times- which we are studying today 

Millennial 

Post millennial- Of which come the three below 

Pretribulation rapture – of which I subscribe 

Mid tribulation rapture 

Post tribulation rapture 

You might be asking yourself – what is the most important thing that I can be doing with 
my time at this present hour?  The answer is to give the Lord Jesus Christ a tithe of your 
time. 

Have you considered this? 

The bible consists of 66 different books, written by over 40 people over the period of 
2,000 years – who did not know one another, that are words that were penned by 
deliberate design – that are perfect in that they never contradict one another, add to one 
another and you must come to the conclusion that it is divinely inspired, written by 
someone outside of our sphere of time? 

God demonstrates His knowledge outside of the restrictions of time and space. 

The book of Proverbs asks the question – Is it possible to unlock the truth of the bible, 
can we understand what it is saying? 

The answer is Proverbs 25:2 which states: It is to the glory of God to hide a matter, it is 
to the honor of Kings to search it out. 

Once you understand this, once you discover it is by deliberate design, you must come 
to the conclusion that the book comes from outside our understanding of time in order to 
put it together. 


